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Here we are racing through to Christ-
mas, I’m not sure where the time
goes. I had a very busy September
with conferences, the largest of which
was one I did on a beautiful Saturday.
After the event we went into Regents
Park, it was so balmy, the gardens
were looking lovely and I sat outside
having a cup of tea with some friends,
a soothing end to a great day. The
event went well and to top it all I 
sold my cards raising £500 to go to a
charity called ‘Let Us Shine’, a school
in Ghana, helping young children to
benefit from a sound education. 

Another meeting I spoke at (TRAVAX)
was in Glasgow to celebrate its 30th
year. I started my travel training in
Glasgow 20 years ago, in September
1995, just six months before I started
writing the editorial for the Craft Cre-
ations magazine, so the day was full
of nostalgia. 

Working on my presentation gave me
the opportunity to reflect on changes
over the past 20 years and it’s aston-
ishing to think how fast everything 
has developed. Can you believe that
the iPhone was only launched on the
market in 2007 and the iPad in 2010.
Now, so many people have tablets, it’s
hard to think of a world without them. 

One of the most astonishing advances
is the way we look at television. You
can now watch a programme on de-
mand without having to record it, and
apps such as the BBC iPlayer enable
us to catch up on our favourite pro-
grammes at a convenient time on a
phone or tablet. If you don’t have a
smart TV you can turn it into one by
using little gadgets such as Chrome-
cast, Fire stick, Apple TV etc. Then 
we also have different ways to watch
television through viewing platforms
such as Sky or Freeview and the num-
ber of channels seem to grow so
quickly. One I was particularly pleased
to learn about was Hochanda which
can be found on Sky 663, Freeview 39

and Freesat 817. This is a brand new
shopping channel for crafts, hobbies
and arts and can also been seen 
online at www.hochanda.com

It’s well worth a look, there is some-
thing on there for everyone! I was 
delighted to see that Craft Creations
are showing some of their products,
and today I’ve been watching Shelley
(from CC) make a range of topper
cards. She made designs using top-
per ‘collections’ including motor bikes
and old style sewing machines. As
she chatted with her host I also learn-
ed she has worked for Craft Creations
for 11 years so far, and is fond of pink
and sparkly, a girl after my own heart!
Shelley did a wonderful presentation
and demonstrated just how easy it 
is to put the cards together - they
looked stunning. The kits on sale also
took the stress out of deciding what
went best with what. 

Well done Shelley (and Sadie for 
help with the beautiful samples) and
Craft Creations for being part of this
wonderful new channel! Make sure
you take a look - the dates and times
of Craft Creations demonstrations 
on Hochanda will be posted on
www.facebook.com/craftcreationsltd 

Have fun crafting some of the lovely
Christmas card designs within this
current magazine, including the amaz-
ing Colourables, how beautiful they
look, and each one will be unique.

http://www.hochanda.com
http://www.facebook.com/craftcreationsltd


Christmas Star
By Margaret McQuillan
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On: 22 Count Hardanger Fabric.

Stitch Count: Width 70 x Height 70 (star), with
an extra 11 holes above for the string.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL751U-01 Swish Christmas.

Bow: BOW01-13 Gold 3mm Lurex.

Card Mount: AP52G-GO-71 Value Cream/Gold.

Threads: No. 5 Anchor Cotton Perlé Cream 386
(or 926) and Marlitt Gold 1077.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

behind the aperture frame, so about 28 holes long, or
11 stitches up from the highest points of the star. 

Place white card behind the de-
sign before mounting so the cream
of the card doesn’t show through
the white fabric.

Decorate around the aperture
using the circles and stars from
the peel-off sticker sheet and add
the greeting in the bottom corner.
Stick the bow at the top centre of
the aperture over the thread.

If you prefer the mount to con-
trast with the stitching, use the
same style card but choose deep
green (-23) or deep red (-18).

Stitch the design using the diagram below for
the pattern and colours. Anchor Perlé Cotton is a
non-divisible thread, so use it just as it comes. Use
two strands of the gold Marlitt.

After stitching the star, make one long gold
straight stitch up from the top centre of the design
(shown green) until it is long enough to be hidden



Colours Of Christmas 
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Christmas Colourable Packs: PK773 & PK774.

Colouring Pens/Pencils of your Choice.

Embellishments: Peel-Off Stickers, Ribbon, 
Bows, Glitter, Banners etc.

A Selection of Card Mounts.

INTRODUCTION:

I loved doing the floral Colourables, so when the
Christmas ones came along, of course I had to give
them a go too! They turned out to be no less addic-
tive and I did all twenty designs. We couldn’t cram
them all on to these pages but, if you are able to go
online, you can see the rest on our Flickr gallery.

I have used Flexmarker pens (Promarkers with 
a flexible tip) for all of the colouring except for just a
few little details, which will be mentioned by each
card if it applies. For simplicity, I have listed all the
pens (and most of the other items) used at the end 
of this article, along with a key for each card. 

I am not an expert in any way on using the pens,
having just coloured with watercolour pencils in the
past. So this is really my first go, apart from a few
squiggles or edge colouring on panels. 

After getting used to how the pens work, I am now
a real convert and I love them, not necessarily for
everything but the bold, bright Christmas style suits
them very well.

If you’ve tried colouring with these pens and strug-
gled with them I hope I can offer just a little help here. 

Firstly, I would say don’t judge your work straight
away, many an attempt I threw in my wastepaper bin
in disgust, but seeing them later, looking back at me
from the bin, I thought they were not so bad after all,
and rescued at least some of them.

The ink seems to spread, smooth and become
more even as it dries. This can also mean that it 
flows past the outlines, and I found this was quite
variable depending on how long you held the pen
near the line and how firmly the nib was on the paper. 

The thinnest and trickiest parts of the designs
needed a light and fairly fast touch, better to have to
add a little dab later than to take time colouring up 
to the line, only to have it spread outside it.

When it comes to shading I found two good meth-
ods. The first is to apply a second or third layer (or
more) of the same shade to build up colour just
where you want it to look darker. The main thing to

remember with
this method is to
allow the colour to
dry for a minute or
two before adding
the next layer. If
you don’t do this
the layers blend in
together, and even
though the shaded
part looks darker
when wet, I found
it just didn’t notice
once it had dried.
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LET’S GO INTO DETAIL:

In this section I will give in-depth details on the
colouring I’ve done. The heading names and num-
bers match those on the key for materials.

1. Candles: The centre of the flames are coloured
with pumpkin, but leave a little white in the centre to
give it some life. The outer flame is coloured with
sunflower and the radiance is just some light strokes
of buttercup, which will spread and look more solid
as it dries, if you colour this properly it becomes too
dense when dry.

2. Snowman: Colour the broom handle in warm grey
and the brush end in sunflower. Use raw sienna to
shade the brush and colour the band. The hat is
coloured in warm grey then shaded in the same
colour at the sides to give it shape. The snowman
himself is left paper white, except for the sides and
curves, which are shaded using dove grey.

3. Three Kings: I found the reins were too narrow to
colour well with Flexmarkers and used a black micron
pen for them. The narrow bands, belts and trims were
coloured first, very carefully, so any little spread out-
side the lines was covered by the colour next to it.
On the camels, use antique white for the inner ears
and cappuccino for the bodies with same colour
shading, then raw sienna for the hooves. The colours
of the wise men are not so important but the beards
are cool grey 5 and the skin colour is light fawn.

The second method is to use a matching, but
slightly darker colour, for the shaded areas on the 
design. When using this ‘two pen’ method the results
can look quite intense and really bad, but before you
throw it away, give it a while as the two colours will
often look much nicer once they have had time to 
get used to each other! 

This has something to do with the way the ink
seeps into the paper and smooths itself out, so it is
well worth playing about with your shading colours
on a spare edge of the paper you are using before
you get going on the real thing. Another good tip is 
to start with the part you think will be the most diffi-
cult, that way if you mess up, you haven’t spent ages
colouring the rest first. 

4. Bauble: The sides of all the colours are shaded
using the first method, leaving the centre light to
enhance the shape. I messed up the background
on this one, so I cut along the printed panel as the
design itself was alright, and mounting it onto black
card means any irregularity in my cutting doesn’t
show. The red layer behind the black is foiled dotty
card, but used face-down so the dots are not visible,
because I didn’t have a plain sheet to hand.

5. Snow Globe: Keep the tips of the tree sections
white, leave more white than you want to, it will
lessen as the colour spreads. The shading on the
white is done with dove grey, the roof is cool grey 5,
as is the stand, but this is several layers to build up
the depth of colour. The dots on the stand were
coloured red, but I put gems over them as I liked

the extra sparkle they gave.

6. Bell: This one was coloured
using several layers of the same
pen to create the shading and you
can see how effective it can be
on the bell, leaving a little lighter
patch to add shape. The back-
ground looked too heavy when it
was all coloured, whereas the red
sticker lines keep it light, whilst
still being bold.

7. Father Christmas: For the
boots, belt and strap, I used a
black micron pen, which gives
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Design Key and Materials Used:

8. Deer: Start with the eye, it is too small to show
once it is coloured so, using cool grey 5 simply draw
an eye shape around the dot to give it a little more
emphasis, then colour the hooves with the same pen,
and the nose with a black micron pen. Use light fawn
on the legs, underbelly, front of the neck, lower face
and inner ears. It’s important to preserve the white
dots on the back, the colours tend to seep into them
and make them smaller and smaller. So try it on the
edge of your sheet to see how much gap you need
to leave. Begin by ring-fencing your dots with cinna-
mon making them larger than you want. Over this
blend cappuccino, buttercup and raw sienna with
a little antique white and keep going until you get
something you can live with. Leave it for a while as
once dry, it will look quite different. The pine cones
are coloured all over in cappuccino, the sides of each
open bract are then coloured with raw sienna and the
shading at the bottom of these is cinnamon.

Design Key: 
1 = Candles, 2 = Snowman, 3 = Three Kings, 4 = Bauble, 
5 = Snow Globe, 6 = Bell, 7 = Father Christmas, 8 = Deer.
Colourable Packs:
PK773 Set 1 (1,3,7) and PK774 Set 2 (2,4,5,6,8).
Card Mounts Used: 
SF13U-30 (1), SL01U-30 (2), SF13U-29 (3), SF06U-35 (4), SF01U-35 (5),
SF16U-45 (6), SF16U-30 (7), SF16U-24 (8).
Foiled Dotty Card Used: 
CDG163CA4 Spring Green/Gold (4), CDG160CA4 Crimson/Gold (1),
CDG159CA4 Bright Red/Gold (7), CDG164CA4 Evergreen/Gold (6).
Card & Paper Used:
COL159CA4 Bright Red (4,7), COL163CA4 Spring Green (7), 
VA031A4 Black (4), F01A4 Gold Ferro (3,6), MIR01CA4 Gold Mirri (1),
CNT101CA4 Old Gold (7,8).
Glitter Board Used:
GB01A4 Gold (3), GB03A4 Black (7), GB05A4 Red (1,5,6,8), 
GB08A4 Pale Blue (2).
Die-Cut Banners Used:
CDS010G Gold/White (1), CDS015G Silver/White (2), 
CDX500G Gold/White (6,7,8).

Flexmarker Pens Used:
FXG367 Chartreuse (1,2,3,4,5,7,8), FXG356 Forest Green (1,3,5,6,8),
FXG635 Pine Green (1,3,5), 
FXO467 Pumpkin (1,2), FXO837 Cappuccino (1,3,7,8), FXO646 Raw 
Sienna (2,3,7,8), FXO719 Light Fawn (3,8), FXO919 Antique White (3,7,8),
FXO324 Burnt Sienna (7,8), FXO427 Cinnamon (8), FXR665 Berry Red
(1,3,7,8), FXR775 Sunset (1,2,3,4,6,7,8), FXR735 Firebrick (3), 
FXY156 Sunflower (1,2,4,5,6,7), FXY417 Buttercup (1,8), 
FXC919 Dove Grey (2,5,7), FXCG5 Cool Grey 5 (3,5,8), FXWG5 Warm
Grey 5 (2,7,8), 
FXV564 Imperial Purple (3), FXV765 Boysenberry (3),
FXB139 Glacier Blue (2).

Stickers Used:

XL018U-01 Baubles (4)
XL209U-01 Christmas Motifs (3)
XL442U-08 Snowflakes (5)
XL493U-17 Snowflakes (2)
XL500U-04 Lines (6) -01 (4)
XL563U-02 5.5mm Uppercase (2)
XL564U-02 5.5mm Lowercase (2)
XL660U-01 Fleur De Lys (1)

XL752U-08 Happy Christmas (5)
XL768U-01 Curl Corners (1)
XL807U-01 Swirls (8)
XL830U-01 Happy Christmas (3)
XL840U-01 Merry Christmas (4)
ZL493U-82 Snowflakes (2)
ZL698U-51 & -81Starflakes (3)
ZL713U-54 Lots Of Dots (6,8)
ZL835U-41 Xmas Corners (4)

a really intense black. A little shading on the white
areas helps it look more finished than leaving it totally
blank, and I liked the dove grey for this. Try to leave a
little highlight on each of the bells on the strap, as it
makes them look more shaped. For me, the sack 
was the difficult part, in the end I coloured the whole
sack with raw sienna and shaded with burnt sienna,
the bits I wanted lighter were then coloured with
strokes of sunflower, which notices more once it has
dried than while you are doing it and gives a warmth
to it. If you find you have got the mix wrong, you 
can go over it once it has dried with either brown or
yellow to correct it. The little ted was in danger of
looking too much like the sack but, he looked much
better when he was dry, colour him with buttercup, 
all except the inner ear, and then straight away with
cappuccino then it blends as it dries and gives a nice
teddy tan. Add more dark to the sack around him if
necessary to lift him from the background.



Poinsettia Wreath
By Sue Dyke
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Creative Paper: SR273P Poinsettias.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL730U-01 Merry Christmas 
and ZL713U-54 Lots Of Dots.

Crispy Ribbon: MTR23-72 Champagne.

Stickles Glitter Glue: STK004 Gold.

Card Mount: SF11U-44 Linen Cream.

Trace the card edges from the diagram
and transfer onto one side of the folded
card blank, lining the top up on the fold. Cut
the card to shape going through both pan-
els. It’s not symmetrical, so place it back
over the diagram before decorating,
to ensure it is the right way around.

Cut 17 large poinsettias from
the creative paper, leaving a white
border of about 1mm around
them and going to the point of
the red petal in each dip as shown. 

Cut through the centre of each red
petal (solid lines). Crease along the
centre of the leaves (dashed lines)
to give the sides a
slight curve up.

Actual Size

Cut out ten of the small poinsettias, with no white
border, and shape the tips of the petals up a
little with your fingers. Add a glitter glue dot
to the centre of each and leave to dry.

Use 1mm deep sticky fixers (ADH27) in the centre
of each flower for all the large poinsettias. Begin with
the outer ring of poinsettias (black crosses), rotating
each piece to match the shaped edge of the card as
you go, they will form a rough circle. 

Stick the remaining large poinsettias onto the card
using the red crosses on the diagram as a guide to

the positions. They will form a smaller circle. 

Stick the small poinsettias onto the card using
the blue crosses, and the photo, as a guide. They

all go onto the first layer of large ones already in
place, and some will need to be tucked under

the top layer just a little as you place them. 

Add a peel-off dot to the centre of each of the
large poinsettias on the top layer. Tie a bow from 
the ribbon and attach to the top of the card then 

add the wording in the centre.

This pretty card would make a lovely tree decora-
tion too, just by adding a length of fine gold thread
under the fold to hang it up. You could also leave off
the wording and cut the centre of the card away to
make more of the wreath shaping.



Your Letters...
From Our Lovely Readers
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£10VoucherFor Each LetterPrinted

Dear Craft Creations,

Just wanted to say thanks for your inspiration
over the years, from kids to grandkids, to needing
some crafting when my parents were ill.

I found myself making cards using your lovely
Christmas toppers last year when my husband
was in and out of hospital. Well now it appears it
is my turn for some intensive hospital treatment.

This year I started your Colourables, crayoning is
such a good thing to do and these are just the
thing for making cards. I have just spotted your
frosty Christmas stickers and can now plan these

on my Christmas cards if I am well enough. Well
done you, and thanks again for your inspiration.

Yours,

Mrs J. Watson, West Midlands.
It’s so good to hear how crafting has helped you
through some tough times, and we hope you are
feeling much better now too. ‘The Holly & The Ivy’,
and ‘Winter Ballet’ articles in this issue show a 
few ideas for using those frosty stickers, Ed.

Dear Craft Creations, 

I am enclosing a little gift for you to let you know
of another use I have made for your lovely craft
buttons.

I just thought you, your readers and craft club
members would like to see my knitted ‘Mug Hugs’
mug warmers. I think your buttons are lovely.

I’ve already made a boxful of these along with egg
cosies, mitts, gloves and wrist warmers ready for
the next fete at my twin granddaughters’ school.
All the money raised is donated to a local charity
in Malvern and to a village in Africa in the form of
new schoolbooks etc., so 
the children can get an 
education. 

The school have worked 
closely with teachers and 
staff in Africa, sending 
their teachers to Africa 
and even having teachers 
over from Africa to help 
them.

Anyway I hope my gift will 
amuse everyone. Keep up 
your good work and I will be ordering more 
buttons soon for my next project: children’s pom-
pom hats with buttons round the brim. 

All my friends are now ordering my ‘Mug Hugs’
and other knitted items so it looks like I’m going
to be busy for some time. Still it will be more
money raised!

Yours faithfully,

Eileen James, West Midlands.
Thanks for the gift it’s lovely and sure to be useful!
All the pictured ‘Mug Hugs’ look really great, Ed.

Dear Jenny & Team,

I am now in my 81st year with the constraints of 
Parkinson’s, but determined to continue making 
and selling cards in aid of my local hospice. 
Due to my tremor they are not 
always perfect but my friends 
say that adds to their charm!

Attempting to use up the 
stock of materials I have 
accumulated over the years, 
I try to avoid the temptation 
of your catalogue. However 
I do buy card blanks from you and really do 
appreciate the value of the bulk packs of 
economy cards.

I enclose samples of an idea I had after finding 
a sheet of stripy paper, I do like their simplicity.
Note the “weaving” of strips at each corner which
adds interest.

Yours Sincerely,

Babs Inwood, Middlesex.
We love the simplicity of the design, materials and
the soft colours, Ed.



Nativity Scene
By Jo Crouch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

36mm
36mm
3636

1. Original Fold Line

2. New Fold Line

3. Fold

4. Stick

Our Nativity motif peel-off stickers have
just been updated and refined from the origi-
nal design, they’re looking great so we
thought we’d share this card to inspire you!

Creative Paper: SR103P Christmas Scrolls 
and SR184P Christmas Carols On Cream.

Paper: COL175PA5 Nero and F01A4 Gold.

Card: POP02A5 Popset White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Mixed Width 
Borders and XL199U-01 Nativity Scene x 2.

Ribbon: MTR47-70 Cream/Gold 15mm.

Pencils: Light Sepia and Black.

Card Blank: DF06U-35 Creative Cover Black.
along the lines to separate them from the rest of the
sticker. Stick these pieces onto gold and black paper. 

Stick the pieces shown pink onto white paper and
cut them out. Use a sepia pencil to gently shade in a
little colour (except for the sheep), you should be
able to see my shading in the main photo above.
Shade the face and legs of the standing sheep using
the black pencil.

Wrap a length of ribbon around the left end of 
the card, just past the new fold line, securing it on 
the front so the stable will cover the join. 

Stick a complete stable from the spare sheet onto
the card in about the position shown then assemble
the pieces of the first stable over it as follows.

Stick the inside section of
the roof onto the card, then
stick the Holy Family piece
in place, using fixer pads
under the side edges of the
piece to raise them. 

Sticky fix the black frame
around it, then add the star
using a double layer of pads
to bring it further forward.
Add the sheep and doves
using fixer pads. Add a se-
lection of stars as shown. 

Reassemble the angel 
in the top right of the back
panel as shown, placing 
her close to the right hand
edge. Add stars around the
angel keeping them away
from the gold lines.

1. With the card face-up, measure 36mm across
the centre panel from the right hand fold line.
2. Score to make a new fold line.
3. Fold the card zig-
zag style on the
original scored lines.
4. Stick the front
panel to the larger
part of the centre
panel, up to the
new fold line.

The card will open
as shown and fold
down to a neat
square for posting.

Cut two 138mm
squares of gold paper and one 134mm square of
each of the two creative papers, taking care to get
the verse nicely in the position shown. Matt the
squares together in pairs, and stick the verse pair
onto the front panel. 

Draw diagonal pencil lines from corner to corner 
in both directions on the scroll panel. Place a 30cm
ruler (or a strip of card 25mm wide) along one of the
diagonal lines and continue drawing lines out in both
directions to make a criss-cross pattern using the
width of the ruler as your guide. Cover the pencil
lines with the thinnest sticker lines.

While the stickers are still on the backing sheet, cut
the pieces filled in gold and in black (on the diagram)
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Winter Fun
By Margaret Green
MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: CP171S Snowy Sky/Silver.

Card: POP02A5 Popset White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL030U-03 Sledge,
XL697U-02 Snowflakes, XL832U-02 
Banners and ZL649U-82 Rope Borders.

Colouring Pens/Pencils.

Gel Pen: GEL700 Clear Glitter.

Acetate: PET01.

Card Mount: SCF06U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut away the small area of white card between 
the first two children’s faces.
Colour the children and the
seat in, I’ve used Flexmarkers
for mine then brushed the
shoes, knees, scarves and
hats with clear glitter pen to
add a little extra sparkle. 

Stick a complete sledge
onto acetate and cut neatly

around the outside edges. Stick the coloured in chil-
dren from the first sledge directly onto the acetate
sledge aligning it carefully and it will look like one
complete piece.

Sticky fix the sledge on the card placing it centrally
at about 15mm from the bottom edge of the sky 
and placing the fixer pads behind the coloured part 
and the upright struts of the sledge (small black fixers
are best ADH26), the acetate is stiff enough to hold
the rest nicely off the card without any pads.

Stick a Christmas banner onto white card and cut
to the sticker edges. Sticky fix into the top left corner
of the card.

Left: This patch of sky paper is cut from the top right
corner of the sheet, so the foiled part looks a bit like
overhanging trees behind the skiers. I’ve added some
Stickles glitter glue for the skiers to ski down, and 
a little more as a path for the deer. The solid parts 
of these stickers are coloured using Lumocolor pens
(LUM01 mixed pack), giving them colourful tops.

Cut a 130mm square from the bottom left
corner of the snowy paper, stick centrally
onto the front panel of the card blank with the
foiled edge at the bottom and left. 

Add rope border stickers around the edges of 
the paper panel, then scatter silver snowflakes over
the top two thirds of the background.

While the sticker is still on the sheet, cut
the finer parts of the sledge (shown
black) away from the children includ-
ing the tassel on the last child’s hat.

Stick the children onto white card
and cut neatly to the sticker edges.



Gingerbread House
By Amanda Shaw
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

to 105mm x 272mm. This will fit inside the red piece
with two lines of dots showing above and one below.
These dots need to make a nice diagonal line across
both papers, so cut the right hand end with this in
mind, and try it out before trimming the other end. 

Refold the card and add the scalloped strip saved
earlier along the back of the front panel, so just one
row of dots show on the front, then trim to size.

Stamp and emboss one house, two of each ginger-
bread men/women and the wording onto kraft brown
card, then four lollipops on red paper. Cut all the
pieces out leaving a small border around the white
lines. Cut around the greeting with scalloped scissors
to make a pretty cloud shape, then cut another two
clouds getting smaller each time. 

Use a red pen on the house piece to colour the
candy canes, baubles on the trees, the large circle on
the roof and the heart shaped wreath on the door. 

On the gingerbread men colour the wriggly bands
on the arms and legs, and the holly berries in red.
Colour the leaves green and dot over the buttons
using a black pen. For the gingerbread women colour
the bands on the arms and legs, and the poinsettia
flower red. Colour the leaves green and dot over the
centre of the poinsettia flower in yellow.

Sticky fix the four figures onto the back panel in a
neat row. Add a lollipop onto the background paper
behind one hand on each figure. 

With the card closed, sticky fix the house and the
smallest cloud in place using the photo to guide you,
then position the clouds on the back panel accord-
ingly. Finish with a red and white gingham bow in the
top left of the front panel.

Score a line down the front panel of the card 84mm
from the open end and fold it back across the front.
Open the card out with the inside face up.

Cut the red paper with white dots to 272mm long.
You want to end up with a 123mm wide piece with a
scallop edge one side and a dipped edge the other
(see photo below, not to scale). So, trim one side with
the scalloped scissors (avoid cutting into any actual
dots), then keeping the paper the same way around,
move the scissors across to cut the other side,
avoiding the dots again.

The offcut from the dipped side will have a scallop
edge, keep this piece
to use later.

Cover the inside of
the card right up to the
new score line with this
red dot paper, placing
the scalloped edge at
the top and the dipped
edge at the bottom. 

Cut a piece of
white/red dot paper 

These pretty stamps works really 
well with brown kraft card, particularly
when used with white embossing - 
just right for gingerbread with shiny 
white icing.

Stamp: STA6010 Gingerbread House.

Stamp Pad: STP144 Cloud White.

Embossing Powder: EPO08 Opaque 
White.

Creative Paper: SR187P Small White 
Dots On Red and SR217P Small Red 
Dots On White.

Kraft Card: RKR01CA5 Ribbed Brown.

Centura Paper: CNT107PA5 Xmas Red.

Bow: BOW07-05 Gingham Red.

Scissors: SCI18 Scallop Edge.

Pens: Red, Green, Yellow and Black.

Card Blank: SL10U-43 Linen White.



Die-Cut Toppers
By The Craft Creations Team
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INTRODUCTION:

Christmas cardmaking using this beautiful collection of
foil edged toppers and creative paper/card is simplicity
itself, so if you find yourself short of time in the run-up to
Christmas, why not give them a try. If you do have a bit
more time, make them look even more special by adding
glitter glue, gems, ribbons etc. The sheets all contain a
mix of designs, not just those shown, see the July 2015
new product sheet for details.

Cheers: CDT572G
The cream card mount
(SF06V-71) is covered
with a mix of scroll paper
(SR103P) and red foiled
paper (CP004G), with a
border (from CDT570G)
dividing them. The two

Ice Skates: CDT571G
The card (SF06U-30) is covered with sublime
glitter paper (SU01A5) and twinkle sky paper
(SR326P). A simple strip of white card with
glitter paper behind and swirls (ZL807U-42)
on top makes a really pretty border to the
left. Glitter sticker dots are used to add
sparkle to the background, and glitter glue
(STK007) on the topper snowflakes.

different shaped toppers work
nicely together and the ‘cord’ is 
a dotty border (XL793U-01) with
extra red sticker dots.

Puppy: CDT569G
All the smaller toppers look really
good on square cards, so again we
have SF06 cards for the puppies.
The delicate gold foiled stripes in
the paper (CP308G) give a pretty
sparkle to the background on both
designs. The topper (above) is
twisted before sticky fixing in place
then gold swirls (ZL807U-41) are
tucked around it. The background
for the other puppy (left) is taken
only partly across the card with a
border (XL084U-01) at the edge
and three dots in the corner. The
words are XL785U & XL830U-01.

Choirboys: CDT569G
Both cards use square toppers from the same sheet, but what a difference 
the background colour makes to the finished design. The first is a white card
(SF06V-70) with paper that matches the design (SR324P), and ribbons
(MTR47-70 cream/gold & MTR01-275 wine). The other card is cream (SF06V-
71) with poinsettia paper (SR321P), and gold ribbon (MTR12-01) in place of
the red. A wording banner (CDS021G) completes the design.
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Christmas Walk: CDT572G
A really sweet design and the couple look
timeless, so it would work just as well for 
a new romance right through to a card for
your parents. Both designs are shown with
Christmas lights paper (SR328P), enhanc-
ing the beautiful night scene. The square
card has a gold star added to the top 
of the tree overlapping the background
paper. The upright card has gold glitter
board (GB01A5) behind the design and
beautiful swish style wording (XL751U-01).

Girls Christmas: CDT574G
These stylish designs feature glamorous
girls and a stunning Christmas tree, all
from one topper sheet. For girls of a cer-
tain age (daughter, granddaughter, niece
etc.) this first design is just the job. The
small oval can be used as a separate gift
tag, or on the card with a small gift inside.

Snowy Cottage: CDT571G
Use matching background paper (SR327P) and a large card
(SF16V-70) to show off this stunning wintery design at its best.
The background is covered with mulberry paper (MS01A4) to 
enhance the wintery feel. Those ever useful swirls (ZL807U-42)
give extra sparkle and the bottletop banner (CDX505G) is sticky
fixed in place for added depth.

Kitten: CDT570G
Many of our creative papers will readily mix and match across
this set of images, and this one (SR330P) is no exception. But if

you want the paper
designed to go with
the kitten (and the
puppy & choirboys),
choose SR324P.
This card has the
topper offset to one
side and is simply
finished with two
strips of red ribbon
(MTR01-250). Tie 
a bow with some
spare ribbon and
add gold wording
into the space
below the topper
(XL830U-01).

The creative paper (SR330P) goes beauti-
fully with foiled dotty paper (CDG159P). 

The middle card would suit a stylish mum,
sister or friend. The ‘sister’ & ‘grand-
daughter’ banners are from the matching
découpage sheets (DCG009 & DCG010).
The golden pattern card (CRC331P) has
been cut to make the mount in SF06 size,
but with a narrow front. This is folded to
leave the inside white, and a border is

added along
the edge of the
front panel.
This last design
is very simple,
and is also cut
from golden
patterned card.
The Christmas
tree topper
makes a pretty
feature panel
and is sticky
fixed for extra
depth.
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Christmas Stitches
By Christine Moses
STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 14 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 55 x Depth 55.

Mirri Card: MIR02CA5 Silver.

Creative Cover Card: CRE01CA5 Deep Red and
CRE06CA5 Deep Green.

Card Mount: DEC6U-43 Linen White.

3865 White 2 2402
973 Yellow 291 106
948 Flesh 1010 2404
3863 Pale Brown 832 2108
938 Dark Brown 360 2005
3345 Green 228 1046
327 Red 9046 510
825 Blue 142 911
930 Deep Blue 1035 1712

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA

If you want to mount the design as I have, trim the
fabric at the second hole out from the design. 

Stick this onto the red card and trim around to
leave a 3mm border. Matt onto green card then silver
card leaving a border on each as before. 

It’s usually best to add white paper behind the
work so the colour of the card does
not show through, but I like the way
the redness allows the snow under the
elf and tree to show up nicely.

Many thanks to Permin for their kind
permission in allowing us to publish
this design using their motif, which is
stitched (and with additional work) by
Christine Moses.

Stitch the design using the chart and diagram for
colours and positioning. Use two strands for the
cross stitch and one strand for the backstitch.



Stars & Snowflakes
By Gwen Doyle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL631U,  ZL493U 
and/or ZL698U. Choose Colour -82 for
Clear Glitter/Silver, -81 Clear Glitter/Gold, 
-50 for Pink/Silver or -54 Red/Gold.

Peel-Off Borders: ZL633U-81 and/or -82.

Pastel Creative Papers (see text).

White or Cream Card to Match Cards.

3mm Gems: GEM67 Clear.

Circle Punches: PPU174 6mm, PPW530
15mm, PPW119 24mm, PPW607 37mm.

Card Mounts in White or Cream.

TO MAKE THE MAIN CARD:

These cards are quick and easy to make,
and look so pretty in the pastel colours. 

snowflakes through the holes onto the paper behind.
Stick a small clear gem into each of the 6mm holes
then add the sticker wording to finish.

Cut a 65mm wide strip of creative paper, this 
one (SR181P) has an ice blue design. Stick the strip
across the middle of the card (SF33V-66 hemp white)
as shown and add a glitter border each side. 

Cut a 44mm wide strip of matching white card
(HEM01CA4), trim to the length of the card and
punch a 37mm hole in the centre. Punch the 15mm
and 24mm holes to one side of the centre, spacing
them carefully and adding the 6mm ones around

them as shown. Repeat along
the other side to make the 
design symmetrical. 

Sticky fix the punched strip
onto the centre of the ice blue
paper as shown and stick the

I’ve made a selection
of cards, showing how
easy it is to change the
design while keeping just the right look. These are
good for using up leftovers bits of paper, or making

with 4” x 12” (CPA) paper strips.

The smaller cream card (SF04V-67) above
has cream swirls paper (SR103P) behind the
stickers. The larger card (SF33V-67) has cream
paper with a hint of red and green as well
(SR278P), and red (-54) for the stickers.

The pink design (SF09V-66) uses paper that
has a lovely silver foil pattern (CP072S) giving
it a nice subtle glimmer. The starflake stickers 
in pink/silver (-50) all add to the pink look.

For the blue design (SF11U-30 & SR318P),
take a 100mm circle of white card and punch
six 24mm holes evenly inside it. Then punch
half circles between them, by inserting the
card only half way into the punch.



Chimney Pot Santa
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Card: MIR10CA5 Mirri Black, KA015CA5 Kaskad Red,
STD05CA5 Stardream Copper. 

Glitter board: GB04A5 White/Irid and GB17A5 Copper.

Creative Paper: SR158P Snowflakes On Blue.

Tissue Paper: TIS400 Black.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL831U-42 Snowflakes, XL807U-03
Swirls and XL597U-03 Wording.

Pom Poms: POM06 White and POM22 White/Silver.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Pop-Up Box: PUB01U-52 Popset White.

Cut 20mm deep strips of copper glitter board and copper
card for the bricks then trim to length as follows. Cut ten copper
glitter board pieces 40mm long and five 20mm long. Cut five
copper card pieces 40mm long and ten 20mm long so you have
fifteen pieces of each in total.

Remove the three struts from the bottom of the box blank.
They are only held on with tiny ‘nicks’ but it will look a little
neater if you cut across them with a craft knife rather than just
pulling them away.

Keep the box
blank flat and 
place face-up with

the side tab at the
left ready to add the

bricks. Start with the front
of the chimney (the second
full panel from the left) and
leave a little white showing
around each brick as you

work.

Follow the pattern
on the photo starting
at the bottom, the
top rows are hidden
but there will be five
rows in total. 

Work each side
panel in the same
way, with a matching
style brick next to
each one already in
place, but with a small
next to a large, and

large next to a small every time. This will
look a bit odd until you fold the box, then
you will see that all the short ones become
brick ‘ends’. Note: the far right panel which
has no fold line (and will be the outside
back) is left blank.

Turn the flat box face-down and cover
the three large top flaps with white glitter
board, these will fold forward over the
chimney later. 

Fold the box and add glue or double
sided tape to the tab along the side, tuck-
ing it behind the back section to stick. Fold
the flaps out to reveal their glitter surfaces
and cover the top of the inside back panel
with a 66mm x 110mm piece of snowflake
paper leaving a white edge showing at the
top and sides. 

Fold two of the struts with one tab for-
ward, one back as shown (see snowflake
diagram). Stick these inside the box going
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A Sticky Problem A Top Tip By Brian Vincent

Stick two, slightly
different, medium
size swirls onto 
acetate and cut
out, just go
roughly
around these
as they are
very fine, leav-
ing a short length
(about 15mm) extra
at the bottom for
the handle. 

Use double
layers of sticky
fixers to attach
the swirls to the back of the santa, placing them at
about the level of the strut.

Tear some black tissue paper from the sheet,
crumple it up and slip it inside the top of the chimney
in front of the first strut, leave some small ‘peaks’
sticking up outside the chimney so it looks a bit
‘sooty’ then stick lightly in place with glue or tape.

Cut a 16mm x 68mm strip of white glitter board
and add the sticker wording. Sticky fix onto the top
of the back flap.

Cut each flap to a
‘wave’ shape along the
bottom edge as shown.
Stick six glitter pom poms
evenly spaced along the
wave. Add five white pom
poms above them, tuck-
ing them a little way into
the gaps in the glitter row
below (see main picture).

Place a few small sticky pads on the back of each
flap to stick them to the chimney, so it has a white
snowy top.

from left to right across the box. Place them about 5
to 8mm down from the top and spaced fairly evenly
in the gap, so about 23mm apart and 23mm from the
front and the back of the box.

It’s important to get the struts parallel with the box,
so it folds flat quite easily. I use UHU black top glue
for this, as it allows things to move around a little be-
fore finally holding them firmly in place. Add the glue
to the tabs and insert into the box in the correct posi-
tion, then quickly before the glue dries, flatten the
box by pushing the front to one side, the tab will slip
into optimum position as you do this. Open the box
again and allow the glue to dry before doing the
same with the second strut.

Cut the middle away from one of the large snow-
flakes while it’s still on the sheet, so it has a more
open centre then stick this snowflake and a small
one onto acetate. Cut out along the edges of each
piece, but leaving a long ‘handle’ sticking out at the

bottom to use as a support,
about 40mm long will do.
There is no need to cut away
the acetate from the inner 

sections on the
large snowflake. 

Stick the two
snowflakes firmly

onto the back
strut (shown
without the

box for clarity).

Trace the Santa body and boots then
transfer the whole outline to red card and
just the boots to black card. Cut the pieces out 
and stick the boots onto the red piece.

Stick the white pom poms onto the tops of the
boots, around the lower edge of the jacket and up
the middle. Fix Santa firmly onto the back of the front
strut (inside the box) as shown.

Using PVA glue can be tiresome particularly when 
applying small quantities to intricate shapes. After each
application, you have to either, replace the cap, or the pin
in the container to prevent the nozzle from blocking up. 

Alternatively, if you deposit a small amount of glue in 
a dish and apply with a cocktail stick, you find, before
long, the glue has dried-up and you need to wash the dish
ready for re-use.

If this is an irritation to you then your
troubles are over, for here is a handy
tip that avoids all those problems.

First find a small glass or plastic jar.
Cut a small piece of thin sponge to the
diameter of the bottom of the glass. An

offcut from a sponge such as those sold in supermarkets
for dishwashing will do admirably. 

Moisten the sponge and place in the bottom of the jar. 
It is vital to make it only damp and not too wet.

Now, unscrew the lid of the glue container (or take 
the pin out) and upend into the glass with the 
nozzle buried in the sponge.

All is set for use. Dispense the glue
onto the next part of your project in 
the normal way. As soon as you are
done, replace the glue container into
the glass for next time. Throughout
your project, the glue will remain 
readily available and free flowing. 
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Concertina Tree
By Annette Hartley

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR102P Christmas Words Cream.

Paper: CDG164PA5 Evergreen/Gold, CDG156PA5
Mango/Gold & COL164PA5 Evergreen.

Card: CRE04CA5 Brown and CRE06CA5 Green.

Mirri Paper: MIR01PA4 Gold.

XL409U-01 Happy Christmas and XL754U-01
Happy Christmas Trees.

6mm Dark Green Satin Ribbon.

Paper Punch: PPW110 23mm Star.

Clear Gems: GEM67 3mm & GEM77 4mm.

Lumocolor Pens: LUM01 (or similar).

Card Blank: SF03U-23 Deep Green.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The front of the card is pretty enough on its own,
but what a lovely surprise, when the card is opened a
fabulous, concertina style Christmas tree is nestling
inside between the panels.

card to work. So, on each dotty strip, make sure you
begin folding with the dots outwards.

Cut a piece of cream wording paper to 200mm x
144mm and stick inside the card blank leaving a
small, even border on all edges. Use a pencil to very
lightly mark the positions for the concertina paper on
the background as follows and using the diagram 
on the next page for guidance. 

1. Mark 15mm out from the centre crease on both
sides and draw two lines down the paper.

2. Working up from the bottom edge of the paper
each time (see the red arrows), lightly mark the paper
at: 25mm, 40mm, 55mm, 70mm, 85mm and 100mm.
Take the lines across the paper leaving a gap be-
tween the two vertical lines as shown.

3. Cut a 50mm x 20mm strip from brown card and
score 10mm in from both ends, then down the centre
as well (diagram, top of next page).

4. Fold back along the three score lines to form the
pot. Stick the pot into the card with the top against
the line for the bottom layer of the tree and with the

Divide the dotty paper into three strips one 60mm
deep, one 40mm and one 20mm. Then cut the plain
green to 50mm, 30mm and 10mm deep strips. I cut
the smallest strip of each paper down to 120mm
wide so the tree is less crowded at the top, if you
prefer a fuller tree you can leave them full width.

Concertina fold the paper along the score lines.
Both ends need to be pointing downwards for this

Cut a piece of green/gold dotty paper to 120mm 
x 200mm and a piece of the plain green paper to
90mm x 200mm. Score lines 10mm apart across the
width of both pieces, see the diagram below.
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3
4

Actual Size

side folds on the vertical lines (the tabs will 
be inside the lines). This creates a square pot
when the card is open.

5. Begin at the bottom adding the strips in size
order, alternating between dotty and plain.
Start with the 60mm dotty strip, stick the end
section (fold at the top) onto the bottom line
along the top of the pot, and against the verti-
cal line at A1 ensuring it is square to the card.
Use glue or double-sided tape for this, cover-
ing the tree section fully, especially near the
fold line. Take the other end of the strip across
to A2 and stick it in place. Once the first strip
is in place the card will no longer fully open.

The strips will tend to ‘spring out’ so you 
will need to do quite a lot of refolding as you
go. Carefully, but firmly, close the card after
each layer and check the folds before moving
on to the next strip. Work the 50mm plain strip
next, sticking the first section to B1 and the
last section to B2. Continue working all the strips in
this way then rub out any pencil lines that still show.

Punch five stars from mango dotty paper. Fold
each star down the centre. Stick the stars back to
back by half of each only, leaving the outside 
half stars to be stuck to the card blank. 

Stick in place by the two half stars,
with the bottom points about 2mm 
up from the top of the tree and spread
the layers out. 

For the front of the card, cut a piece
of wording scrapbook paper 92mm x 140mm. Wrap 

a short length of green ribbon diagonally onto each
corner (see main photo) sticking the ends on the
back of the paper. 

Cut a piece of mirri paper to 98mm x 146mm and
matt the scrapbook paper centrally onto it, then stick
this panel onto the front of the card. 

Cut a 70mm x 100mm panel of green card and a
76mm x 106mm panel of mirri paper and matt them
together. Stick a peel-off wording tree onto the centre
of the panel then mount the whole thing onto the
centre of the card front using sticky pads for depth.

If you don’t have any 3-4mm coloured gems, use
clear ones and colour them using lumocolour pens.

While the gems are still on the
backing sheet, colour 5 of the 4mm
gems, 2 red and 3 gold. Add them
to the ribbon on the corners of the
panel, and the extra gold one on
the pot of the sticker tree as shown.

Colour 11 of the 3mm gems, 4
each in green & gold and 3 in red.
Stick the extra gold one to the cen-
tre of the star on the sticker tree,
and the others onto the baubles.

Cut a 92mm x 140mm cream
wording panel and an 84mm x
132mm white paper panel, matt
them together and stick onto the
outside back panel of the card. 

Stick a Happy Christmas sticker
to the centre, and decorate the cor-
ners of the panel with different size
dots or stars from the sheet.



Poinsettia Display
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1 2 3 4 5

This beautiful poinsettia card looks
amazing in gorgeous glitter colours.
It’s so glitzy and sparkly, that after
making one for a friend or relative,
you will want to make an extra one
for yourself, to bring out every year
as a wonderful Christmas display.

Creative Paper: SR183P Stripes.

Stardream Card: STD04CA4 Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL628U-54 Poin-
settias x 2, ZL629U-55 Poinsettias, 
ZL807U-41 Swirls and ZL534U-54 &
-55 Happy Christmas.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Pair of Compasses (optional).

Card Mount: SF01U-46 Hammer Cream.

Make a 120mm dia circle from gold stardream 
card using a die-cutter, a pair of compasses or by
cutting around a small plate or bowl. My die also
makes an embossed line a few millimetres in from 
the edge of the circle, but this is not necessary. 

Before using any of the poinsettia glitter stickers,
and preferably in daylight, turn them top to bottom
and back and you will notice that one way up they
are rather more glitzy than the other. When placing
them on the card, keep this in mind and make sure
you place them all the ‘right’ way up.

All the poinsettia pieces used in the design (large,
small, red and green) are stuck onto acetate and cut
around before following the instructions at each step. 

Stick them all onto the acetate the right way up
(see above), then flip the sheet over (from side to
side) and make a small mark on the bottom point of
each piece on the back (don’t mark the top points as
the backs of some of these will show).

There is some rotating to do, and some of the
shapes are not upright on the sheet, just choose left
or right and mark one of the bottom points (the same
side for each shape). Now you can cut the pieces out
and always know which way up they should go. 

1. For this layer place half a large sticky fixer (ADH05)
on the back, in the centre of four of the green poin-
settias, leaving the petals free. Stick the shapes onto
the gold circle as shown (marked points down). The
points will just touch or overlap a little where they
meet depending on the exact size of your circle.

2. On the red sheets there are two slightly different
size poinsettias, choose four larger ones for this layer.
Use a small piece of double sided tape in the centre
of each flower and add one onto each green piece
offsetting them as shown.

3. For this layer choose four smaller red poinsettias
and stick them on top aligned with the green ones.

4. Rotate the whole disc by one eighth turn (45O) in
whichever direction that keeps your pieces most
glitzy and make a small mark on the back near the
bottom edge of the disc. This will show you the right
way up for the disc when assembling the card.
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Diagram A
12a

5. Using fixers for the green and tape for the red
pieces, add another set of four flowers into the gaps,
all made up in the same way. Allow the petals to
overlap the flowers already in place.

Make another layered flower in the centre of 
the disc, placing the green piece upright (like the
flowers shown in diagram 4). Make two more of 
these flowers ready to go onto the card either side 
to the disc and keep them aside for later.

Next work on the card. Place the open card blank
upright with the fold line going across the middle. 

6. Measuring up from the bottom edge each time,
mark the card sections shown by the red numbers
(diagram ‘A’). Score across the card at each mark
(black dashed lines).

7. Trim the top two sections off as shown, then use
the 49mm deep piece to cover the 50mm panel. This
will prevent the card folding on the pre-scored line.

8. Cover the two sections marked ‘8 ’ with cream
stripe paper (leave the others for later). When you cut
the paper make sure you have a nice strong coloured
line along the top edge, this
will highlight each ‘step’
of the card.

9. Fold the card zig-zag
style with the small panel

at the front and the large one at the back as shown. 

10. Stick the disc on the front
of the second step as
shown, making sure it
is the correct way up,
and in the centre,
10mm up from the
lower fold line.
Add the flowers
saved from earlier, one each
side as shown using double sided tape in the centre.

11. Take a full A4 sheet of
acetate and trim so it’s
203mm wide. Fold in
half and place with the
fold along the top.
Decorate the front half
with swirl stickers around the top and side edges
using the main photo to guide you.

12. Cover the small front panel and the outside of the
large back panel of the card with double sided tape
(see panels marked ‘12’ on ‘diagram A’). Peel the
backing from the tape on both panels and stick the
acetate in place. I’ve shown a side view (12a below),
with the acetate looking like a piece of card (so it’s
easier to see what’s happening), it’s just like a tent
placed over the card. The tape will
show through the acetate at this
point (see picture below).

13. Cut two more
pieces of striped
paper with a strong
coloured line on one
edge as before (see
‘13’ on ‘diagram A’
also). Stick the
paper strips
over the ac-
etate, the
small piece at
the front and the large piece
at the back so they cover the tape.

Make two flowers using small green and tiny red
pieces, the tiny pieces don’t need to go onto acetate
first. Stick in place on the front panel by the centres.

Add two Happy Christmas messages between the
flowers using a mix of red and green glitter stickers
as shown (main photo).



Winter Ballet
By Charlotte Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the front of the card with snowflake paper
and matt a piece of white/silver strand mulberry on
top using a glue stick (other adhesives tend to show
through mulberry), this will soften the snowflake de-
sign and add more texture. I felt there were too many
silver strands in the paper, and found that I could use
a pokey tool to gently tease out any I didn’t want. 

Cut a strip of white card 68mm x 200mm using
deckled scissors for the long edges. Stick onto the
card at 14mm from the fold, leaving it long at the top
and bottom edges for now. 

Cut a piece of sublime glitter to 60mm x 200mm
and stick centrally onto the deckled strip (use UHU
glue (ADH01) to stick sublime). Next cut a 52mm x
200mm piece of blue striped paper and stick onto
the sublime glitter piece, then trim the ends of all the
strips to the card edges for a neat finish.

Trace the bodice and transfer onto white card.
Apply glue (from the glue stick) to the front of the
bodice and cover with plain white mulberry paper,
trimming it to the edges. 

The skirt is made from three semicircles of white
mulberry, one 40mm, one 50mm and one 60mm
deep, this allows about 5mm extra length on each. 

Creative Papers: SR181P Snowflakes On 
Ice Blue and SR182P Stripes On Blue.

Die-Cut Banner: CDX505G Silver/White. 

Card: KA040CA5 Merlin Blue and 
REG02A4 Smooth White.

Glitter Sheet: SU01A5 Sublime Silver.

Mulberry Paper: M02A4 White and 
MS01A4 White/Silver Strand.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL807U-42 Swirls and 
ZL838U-83 Medium Holly Leaves.

Gems: GEM69 3mm Pearl Ivory.

Bows: BOW05-04 Blue/White Dots and 
BOW06-04 Blue/White With Pearl. 

Glitter Glue: GLI56 Diamond.

Deckle Edged Scissors: SCI22.

A Cocktail Stick and 70mm of Silver Wire.

Card Mount: SF13U-30 Smooth White. Roughen the curved edges using
a pokey tool, scratch away the
edges until they fray off using lots
of sharp, short movements, holding
the edge taut as you work. This will
give you a compact but super-soft
fluffy edge. 

On each piece, trim a rough and
fairly shallow semicircle in the centre of
the straight edge, this will help with the layering up. 

I tried pleating the mulberry and this did work
nicely, but scrunching the layers works just as well, 
if not better, and is easier. The aim is to fit the skirt
layers to the bottom ‘V’ of the bodice. Begin with 
the top (short) layer, scrunch it to fit, then tape the
edge to keep the size. Work the next two layers in 
the same way, then tape all the layers together and
glue to the back of the bodice.

Squirt a small pool of glitter glue onto some scrap
card and brush it onto the different layers of the skirt
using a cocktail stick. Make a line of glitter along the
top and bottom of the bodice and leave to dry.

For the top corner I stuck ten leaves onto different
card or paper and cut them out. Two from merlin blue
card, two from striped paper, three from white card
and three from snowflake paper. The exact mix isn’t
really important, just as long as there is a good mix 
of lighter and darker leaves.

Actual Size
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ALTERNATIVE CARD:

Hem line

Actual Size

Curl the leaves lightly to give them some shaping
then lay them out (without sticking) until you find a
look you like, checking all the veins are pointing the
same direction. Stick them in place using foam pads
in the centre of each leaf and dabs of glue at the tips. 

For the top layer, glue the ends of the four leaves
as usual, but leave the tips free. Stick the bow with
the pearl in place to hide all the ends.

Make a little coat hanger from wire that is just the
right size to fit neatly behind the bodice as shown
(main photo) then tape the bottom bar of the coat
hanger to the back of the bodice.

Stick the dress onto the card by the bottom of 
the hanger and top of the skirt only, placing it with
the hook just below the leaves. Add swirls around 
the leaves, with one looping over the hook, tucking
the ends under the leaves. Add a swirl and some
loose stars in the bottom right corner of the card. 

Sticky fix one of the large bottle-top banners to the
striped panel and add the dotty bow to the top. Stick
a half pearl gem onto the bow and three more to the
top centre of the bodice.

Decorate the striped panel with clear dot stickers
from the holly sheet in a mix of sizes, adding a few
more below the holly corner making a
light shower of snowflakes.

I thought it would be nice to make
a design that included a dancer too.
Cut a piece of sublime glitter to
134mm x 187mm and matt centrally
onto the card (SF01U-30). 

Cut a white card panel and a sky
paper panel (SR326P) each a little
smaller than the one before to leave a 
narrow border and matt together. Add two
strips of ribbon to the left of the panel fixing
the ends to the back of the white card.
Stick this panel onto the card.

Trace all the pieces from
the diagram. Transfer the
flesh coloured pieces onto
coral card (STD14CA5) cutting
just inside the shoe line. Draw the
lines to separate the legs and wrap
narrow ribbon around the ankles.

Transfer the whole dress and the shoes
onto white and then just the bodice once
more. Stick the shoes in place on the feet.
Transfer the hair onto card to match the
hair colour of the recipient (mine is
COL153CA5), and add to the head.

Cover the bottom half of the whole
dress with a panel of mulberry that
reaches down to the marked hemline 

and gently fluff the edge as before. Cut three semi-
circles of mulberry one each at 15mm, 25mm and
35mm deep. This time, because of the skirt backing,
you can arrange the skirts how you please and fast-
en them where you like, just make sure to hide any
adhesive with the next layer of skirt. 

Cover the bodice with mulberry paper and firmly
stick in place over the skirt. Add glitter glue to the
whole dress as before. 

Stick the legs and torso of the dancer to the back
of the dress as shown, it
may help to assemble her

over the diagram.

Stick the
dancer in
place on the
card and

decorate with
some of the pearl

gems, swirls and
stars. There is space

for a greeting in the top
left corner.

This last card shows 
a more colourful, less
Christmassy version of
the design, they would all
work well as ‘Good Luck’
cards for a dance exam.



The Holly & . . .
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Glitter Board: GB14A5 White Frost.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL837U-85 Large Holly Leaves,
ZL838U-85 Medium Holly Leaves, ZL807U-45
Swirls, ZL524U-82 Snowcap Christmas and
XL524U-02 Snowcap Christmas.

5mm Gems: GEM16 Assorted.

Silicone Gel: ADH45.

Card Mount: SF06U-23 Deep Green.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of glitter board to 140mm x 140mm
and stick centrally to the front of the card. Stick five
large and five medium holly leaves onto any plain
white paper and cut them out.

Curve the leaves so the points at both ends dip
down and the centre is raised. Ensuring they are all
the same way around (look at the curved side-veins),
arrange them on the card, leaving enough space in
the middle for the gems. 

Once you are happy with the arrangement, stick in
place using a blob of silicone under the centre and a
dab at the end points of each leaf then leave to dry.

Add scrolls between the leaves using the main pic-
ture to guide you. Make all of the longer scrolls from
the double ended swirls, cut in half at the pinch point
and tuck the cut end under the leaves.

These fabulous, new white edge peel-off stickers
create a really frosty look to the holly leaves, they are
perfect in green glitter and combine very well with
white glitter board. The clear glitter leaves can be
‘frozen’ when used with pale blue or ‘warmed-up’
with pink so, plenty of potential.

Make extended scrolls for the corners from a long
swirl, cut in half and then cut the long loop away. 

Use the silicone glue to stick the gems in place.
Add a silver Merry Christmas in the corner then stick
a clear glitter one directly on top, this gives a bit of
strength to the clear and keeps the sparkle too.

On the pink card (below, far left) the leaves are
stuck over pink dotty paper (SR193P), the white dots
will show prettily through the glitter, and look a little
like flakes of snow on the holly leaves. 

The white card (SF06U-30) is covered with white
iridescent glitter board with a slip frame over the 
top (FM06U-43). The deer is cut from a mix of pink
kaskad (KA023CA5) for the back and hammer 
pink (CEM05A5) in front, with a 2mm silver gem 
for the nose, a 3mm pearl gem for the eye, dots 
from the holly sheet and some pencil lines.

For this very subtle card (left) the
clear glitter holly looks really cold
and frosty, the cold theme being 
accentuated by the gems (GEM65),
which are just like little balls of ice.

The white card (SF06U-30) is 
covered with white/silver paper
(CP172S). The clear glitter leaves 
are stuck onto the same paper
(avoiding the foiled areas) and
curved as before. 

The glitter words are used without
the silver behind this time.



. . . The Ivy
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Glitter Board: GB04A4 White Iridescent.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
ZL839U-85 Ivy Leaves, ZL807U-45 Swirls with
Stars, ZL524U-82 and -55 Snowcap Christmas,
XL722U-02 Tiny Wording.

Card Mount: AP52U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut the glitter board to 140mm x 140mm and stick
centrally onto the back panel. Stick the flap closed,
but using sticky fixers around the back of the aper-
ture to raise it slightly from the background.

Using the smaller swirl stickers, place one in the
top left corner taking it diagonally down so the swirl
just touches the aperture. Make a ring around the
aperture using six of the same size swirls, some 
parts will go over the aperture. Use the small flour-
ishes to extend the swirls down to the bottom right
corner of the card in an attractive way. Cut a large
swirl sticker in half and trail it down from the top 
corner, tucking the cut end under the aperture.

Add the wording beginning with the green glitter
greeting, place it below the centre of the space (see

This round aperture card makes the perfect foil for
a pretty, festive wreath. Using the lovely, frosty white
edged leaves and white glitter board inside the aper-
ture keeps things really cool.

photo). To cover over the gold edges and soften the
colour, cover the words with a clear glitter version.
Add the small silver lettering above, arranging it to fit
in with the swirl. Add a few of the flourishes around
the aperture edge and a large swirl below the words.

Stick seven large ivy leaves to white paper, with 
the stalks off the edge, and trim to the sticker edge.
Use sticky fixers on the back of the leaves, pressing
the stems down as you place them over the centre of
each swirl. Add a small ivy leaf over each of the stars
(on the swirls), keeping the flow around the aperture. 

This version (left), is a green/white design mixed
with gold rather than silver. The robin (XL144U-01) is
stuck onto a scrap of acetate, (PET01) and coloured
with Sakura gelly roll glaze pens (I used GEL60,
GEL61, GEL63, GEL70, GEL75 and GEL93).

Place the large swirl stickers around the aperture,
beginning at the top, the swirls should be almost
touching and going down to about the 3 o’clock and
9 o’clock positions. Place a swirl below each of
these, leaving a bit of a gap between them at the
sides and at the bottom (see picture). Stick eleven 
ivy leaves onto white paper and trim as before. Stick
these to the swirls, five each side and one top centre,
overlapping the aperture nicely.  

Use the small leaves to cover the stars as before.
Add a flourish to 3 corners of the card and the words
to the other corner. I’ve tied my bow from red raffia
(ROLL51-20), a ribbon bow would be just as good.

Mount the robin into the aperture using sticky fix-
ers and leaving the back flap unstuck to add depth.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Box: BOX05.

ATC Cards: ATC001 Linen White x 2 packs. 

White Envelopes: ENV23 x 6.

Card: CEM03A4 Linen White x 2, CRE05CA4
Black x 1.

Good Selection of Creative Papers.

Small Alpha/Number Stamps and Black Inkpad.

Large Hole Punch: PPW119 24mm.

Organza Ribbon: MTR48-85 Black 25mm.

A Smart Looking Pen.

TO MAKE THE CALENDAR

Perpetual Calendar
By Debbie Brothwood

The Box: With the box blank opened out, as
shown right, trim off all the
top panels by cutting along 
the red line using a knife and
ruler to get a straight edge.

Decide on a paper for the
outside of the box, you can
use panels of the same paper
on each side, or like I have, a
different paper on each side.

Cut four pieces of paper to fit the four
panels (just below the red line on the diagram), make
them a little smaller so the white of the box shows
around them. 

Punch a thumbnail notch in one paper panel to fit
against the notch on the box blank. Stick the papers
in place then make up the box, sticking firmly as the
contents will be heavy.

Month Header Tabs: Stick the six envelopes
closed (as though ready to post), then cut each one

exactly in half as shown. This will give you 12 neat 
little white pockets to use as tabs.

Cover both sides of each tab (pocket), using paper
to match the months and keeping the pocket open-
ing at the top. Try party for January, hearts for 
February, Christmas for December etc., and why not
use a birthday paper for the month containing the 
recipient’s birthday. These can be different each side
of the pocket if you have a variety of papers.

All of my wording is rub-
ber stamped (except the lit-
tle calendar pages on the
tabs) it’s much easier to get
everything lined up on the
panels than when you are
printing, and many printers
will not accept card. 

My letters are about 5mm high, and
the longest month ‘September’ is about

45mm when stamped, you don’t want yours to be
much wider than this, but a little narrower would 

be fine. 

Both the front and back of each ATC
card are used for the days of the month,
the 1st on the front, 2nd on the reverse,
3rd on the front of the next one, and 
so on until the end of the month. Don’t 
forget to include a card for the 29th
February, ready for any leap-years. 

Use your stamps to make the word
‘January’. Count out 16 white ATC cards,

This calendar has a page for every day so you can
keep a record of all the exciting or interesting things
that happen, then put the card to the back so the
correct date is always showing. Or why not use it as
a diary, fill in the cards but keep them behind the tabs
so they are for your eyes only. Either way, keep going
year on year until each card is full then you can see
at a glance what you did that day in previous years. 

If you have children/grandchildren, why not fill it in
together each day, then you can look through it at
any time and have fun reminiscing together. 
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and stamp the word at the
top left of each. Allow the ink to dry,
then turn them over and do the same on the back of
all except one (the back of the last one is not used
when there are an odd number of days in the month).

While you have the letters for January set up,
stamp another onto an A4 sheet of white linen card.
You will be adding one stamp of each month onto
this card, so keep them straight and nicely spaced
then they will be easy to cut out later.

Next assemble the letters for February and stamp
15 cards, then one more onto the A4 white card.
Continue for the rest of the months, then on the A4
card stamp the word ‘calendar’ as well.

On your stamped ATC cards
add the ‘date’ starting ‘01’ for
the 1st of each month, ‘02’ on
the back of that card for each
month, ‘03’ on the next card,
‘04’ on the back, and so on. 

Next cut out all the words
from the A4 sheet keeping
fairly close to the lettering. 
Cut out ‘calendar’ leaving a 
little more room around it, as
there is more space on the
box. Stick them all onto black card and cut around 
to leave a border. 

Stick the ‘calendar’ panel in place on the box
below the notch as shown, keeping it to the right
hand side. Add a month onto the front of each
pocket ensuring the paper matches the season.

You can download these little calender pages from
the internet and print them out, mine are 30 x 42mm. 

With a perpetual calendar you don’t need the ‘day
of the week’ to show as it changes every year. It
doesn’t matter if it is there, but if you have the com-
puter skills you can make your own pages without
the days, see the January tab below.

Take 12 more ATC cards and stamp the top of
each with the words ‘best days’ then slip one inside
each tab pocket. It’s fun to fill in this card at the end
of each month every year with the one best thing 
that happened that month, see my example below. 

Place the coloured January tab into the front of 
the box then put the bundle of January cards behind

it. Add the February tab,
then the stamped Febru-
ary cards behind that,
and so on until all the
cards are in the box. 

It looks quite sweet if
you tie each bundle of
stamped month cards 
with pretty string or ribbon
before placing them in the
box behind the tabs. 

Add a smart pen in the
space to the side of the
date cards and tie around
the whole box with a length
of black organza ribbon.



Threaded Trees
By Lesley Ansell
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size
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To make the card blank and scalloped panels you
can either, buy the cutting die and use that with 
white and red card respectively or, follow the cutting
and folding instructions below. 

1. Cut the white card to 142mm x 284mm.

2. Mark faintly with a pencil along both sides of the
card at: 25mm, 50mm, 142mm and 167mm.

3. Mark 25mm in from
both sides then draw a
line up from the 25mm
height mark to the 167mm
height mark on each side.

4. Place a ruler across the
card at the 142mm height
marks and emboss a line,
between the two 25mm
upright lines.

5. Move the ruler down to
the 25mm height marks.
Emboss along the ruler,
but this time just outside
the two upright lines as
shown, and not in the

middle. Emboss across the 50mm and 167mm height
marks in the same way.

Use a knife and ruler to cut the vertical lines (3) 
between the top and bottom score lines, then erase
any pencil marks.

I made this stepper card from a die-cutting
set (including the deckled panels). Stepper
cards are also fairly easy to make from scratch
with just a bit of measuring and cutting. I got
the idea for the stitched tree from the internet.

Card: CEM03A4 Linen White and 
STD37CA4 Stardream Jupiter Red.

Creative Sheets: CRC103P Cream Scrolls 
and SR299P Green Weave.

Die-Cut Banners: CDS012G Red/Gold.

3mm Gems: GEM88 Red. 

Threads: MEC14 Black/Multicolour and 
MEC06 Copper.

MCR0244 Marianne Creatable Holly 
Cutting Die or CHA1502 Holly Shapes.

Stepper Card Die: CTPCD01 and a 
Die-Cutting Machine (both optional).

Shaped Edge Scissors: SCI18 Scallop (optional).

Pricking Mat: PAP01 and Tool: PAP15.
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Cut a 20mm x 137mm red scalloped piece and a
15mm x 132mm scroll piece for the front edge of the
card. Matt them together and stick in place.

For the main panel cut a piece of scroll card to
80mm x 108mm and align on the actual size diagram
(previous page). Prick the design onto the card using
the instructions below with the diagram (above right).
Use two strands throughout, fastening the thread on
the back of the panel with a little tape at the start 
and finish of each section.

Trunk (Black Multi Thread):
Bring the needle: up at 1, down at A, up at 2, down 
at A, up at 3, down at A, up at 4, down at A, up at 5,
down at A, up at 6 and down at A, then fasten off.

Each triangular section of the tree is worked in the
same way. Begin with the bottom section and work
up, as the top point of each layer can be overlapped,
just slightly, by the threads above. 

Tree (Black Multi Thread):
Bring the needle: up at 1, down at 2, up at 3, down 
at 4, up at 5, down at 6, up at 7, down at 8, up at 9,

down at 10, up at 11, down at 12. Continue in this
way until you have used all the holes except ‘B’ at
the top point. Now outline the sides (shown red in 
the section below), bring the needle up at ‘B’ and
down at 1, then back up at ‘B’ and down the first
hole on the left ‘X’. Fasten off on the back.

Star (Copper Thread):
Bring the needle: up at 1, down at C, up at 2, down
at C, up at 3, down at C, up at 4, down at C, continu-
ing right around the star in this way, then fasten off. 

Cut a piece of red card to 87mm x 114mm using
the deckled edge scissors and stick it to the back 
of the stitched panel. Sticky fix the finished panel
onto the main, front panel of the card. Sticky fix the
wording banner to the front panel then die-cut six
sets of holly leaves and add them, as shown, with 
red gems for the berries. 

My alternative version (left) has wooden holly, and
for a less intense look to the stitching I used just one
strand of thread throughout. The straight edged red
panels give the design a crisp, clean finish too.

This example (below) uses just cream and gold.
The side panels are decorated with holly stickers
(XL748U-01). The printed card is CRC280P with
white card and gold stardream (STD04CA5) behind.

Carefully, but firmly, fold all the creases (unfolding
again as you go). With the right side facing, they
should all be folded down except the 50mm ones,
which need to be folded upwards to make the ‘step’
in the stepper card. ‘Work’ the folds by opening and
closing the card a few times then unfold the card 
and lay it flat and right-side up. 

Cut pieces to decorate the narrow side strips 
on the card as follows: Two of scroll card 15mm x
107mm, and two of red card 10mm x 102mm, then
using the scallop edge scissors, cut two pieces
20mm x 112mm also from red card.

Matt the strips together in size order, red, cream,
red, then stick one set centrally onto each of the 
narrow side panels to leave a nice, even white edge
showing all around. 



Bauble Branch
By Sarah Bennett
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Gold Borders and
XL840U-01 Merry Christmas.

Madeira Metallic Threads: MEM03 Gold, MEM05
Red and MEM06 Green.

Card Mount: DF06U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:
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Diagram 2
Enlarged

Diagram 1 - Enlarged

Next, bring the needle up at 4 and down at 5, back
up at 4 and down at 6 for the next long and short
pair. Carry on working in this way from the black dots
along the centre, to each of the top ‘pairs’ of holes to
the end of the branch, finishing with the hole at the

Trace all the dots from the actual size diagram on
the next page. Position it over the centre panel of the
card blank, with the top green dots each side about
10mm from the top of the panel and the first black
dot virtually on the left hand fold line. Lightly tape it 
in place then prick through all the dots. 

After removing the tracing it may help to add a little
dash, lightly in pencil, between all the black dots to
show the line of each branch (diagram 1), as there are
quite a number of dots all clustered together, which
can look confusing as you are stitching. These little
lines will be covered over by the gold thread later.

Use a single strand of metallic thread throughout,
and small pieces of tape to secure the ends of the
thread on the back of the panel.

Use metallic green thread to stitch the pine needles
on the top branch first following the enlarged diagram
below. Begin by bringing the needle up at 1, down at
2, back up at 1 again and down at 3, so one long and
one short pine needle are worked into the same hole
on the branch.

A delicate bauble hanging from a fir tree branch,
this design may take a while to stitch and the dia-
gram may look complex but the finished product is
worth the trouble. Make it with white space around it,
or pair it with a pretty background paper.
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Actual Size

and down at J, up at K and down at L, and so on, 
finishing at the dot marked ‘X’.

Work the top section of the bauble using red (see
diagram 2). Bring the needle up at 1 and down at 2,
up at 3 and down at 4, up at 5 and down at 6 contin-
uing round in this way until all the holes around the
top section (both red and yellow) are used.

Stitch the bottom half of the bauble, start by com-
ing up at 9 and down at 10, up at 11 and down at 12
and working around the shape as before. 

Backstitch around the band using one strand of
gold, including the side edges that form the sides 
of the bauble. Backstitch around the outside of the
red parts of the bauble (in red) using two strands.

Add a ‘Merry Christmas’ sticker near the bottom
left of the panel then work around the card with gold
borders as shown, placing them about 3mm in so
there is a neat white edge showing.

This version (left) doesn’t need the complicated
tree branch as it uses the fir tree edge of the printed
card instead (CRC324P), which makes for a much
simpler project. I used the left hand edge of the card
to include the soft shape of the building. 

Cut the printed card to 144mm x 144mm to fit the
card mount (SF06U-30), then prick and stitch the 
design onto the printed card before mounting.

The red bauble is stitched as in the main card with
a single strand. But all the gold stitching is worked in
two strands, including the threads coming down from
the branch. I’ve stitched these into the top two outer
holes on the ring this time to separate them. 

base of the diamond, marked
in blue on the diagram.

Begin again at 1, working
from the black dots to the
lower ‘pairs’ of dots along 
the bottom of the branch 
this time. As you go along this
side you will need to ‘share’
the first three black dots from
the lower branch as shown on
the diagram. Continue along
the branch ending with the
blue dot as before.

Still using green thread,
work the lower branch, going
from the black holes to the
top ‘pairs’ of holes as before.
The first three black holes
along the branch are not used
for this section so begin at 
the fourth hole as shown.
Then work the lower half, this
time from the first black dot.

Work the centre of both
branches using gold thread 
in stem stitch, which gives a
thicker look than backstitch. Continue in gold for the
end diamonds, but use backstitch for them.

Use backstitch to outline the bauble ring and top
using the lines on diagram 2 as a guide for stitching,
take a thread up from the top hole on the inner ring 
to the branch for the string. 

Stitch the centre band around the bauble in gold
thread, bring the needle up at A and down at B, up 
at C and down at D, up at E and down at F. Continue
along in this way until you reach the end at ‘Z’. Now
work back along the band in the other direction,
bringing the needle up at G and down at H, up at I



Exploding Box Card
By Anne Mushens
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CVS01CA4 x 2 White, CNT108CA4 Xmas
Green and STG07CA5 Blue/Silver Glitter. 

Glitter Paper: STG01PA5 Gold, STG02PA5 Silver
and STG04PA5 White/Silver.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL700U-82 Star Borders,
ZL525U-52 Peace and XL695U-02 Vertical H.C.

Glitter Glue: STK007 Icicle and STK011 Red.

Paper Punch: PPW633 Christmas Tree. All of the 
rest are optional, as you can use stickers instead:
Tiny Snowflakes & Doves and PPU234 Stars.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

60mm
Square

64mm
Square

With careful cutting you can get both the box and
lid from one A4 sheet of white card.

Cut a 205mm
square from one
end of the sheet of
white card. Mark a
60mm square in 
the exact centre of
the card, then con-
tinue the lines out
from the square to
the edges of the
card (red lines). 

Cut along the red
lines to remove the
four corner squares shown grey. Score the marked
box (dashed lines) and fold all four flaps upwards.

You should have a 92mm deep strip of card left.
Trim one side to make it a 92mm
square, then mark a 64mm square
in the centre. Continue one line from
each corner to the edges of the
card and cut along these (red) lines.

Taking the score lines to the four
edges that are not already cut (grey
dashed lines), score and fold to make the lid, tuck 
the corner tabs inside and glue them firmly in place.

Now, I’ve listed quite a few different paper and
card types/colours to give you a starting point, but
for most of them you just need a scrap of something

This exploding box is great fun, and you can make
lots of different versions just by changing which
paper punches and/or stickers you use. 

in roughly that colour,
there is no need to use
those ones, and if yours
are not glittered you can
simply add your own as I
have in some places.

The blue/green lightly
glittered card I’ve used 
is some that I had lying
around. It’s quite similar in
colour to the centura pearl xmas green (on the list),
but that isn’t glittered. You can use it plain, or lightly
brush glitter glue over the whole sheet before start-
ing, or even add a little glitter just onto the trees once
it’s all put together. See my boxes at the bottom of
the next page for some different options.

To decorate the lid cut squares of card as follows:
62mm green, 56mm white, 52mm green and 48mm
white. Stick the large green square to the top of 
the lid. Matt the next two squares together (one 
of each colour) then use sticky fixers to layer this
onto the lid. 

Punch a Christmas tree into the centre of the small
white square you have left, then sticky fix it in place.
Run a glitter star border around the sides of the lid
(see main photo).

For the box, cut twelve white panels to 52mm x
64mm (you can use the four pieces of card cut away
when making the box to save wasting them). 
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Punch a tree into each of the panels, push the card all the
way into the punch each time and make sure you get them
central, then they will all match, with the tree about 10mm
from the bottom edge of the panel each time.

Cut eight green panels to 56mm x 68mm. Stick a
tree panel onto each of the green pieces, then stick
four of them onto the flaps on the inside of the box.

Take the last four tree panels, sticky fix another tree panel
onto each aligning them carefully with the layer below and stick
them to the flaps on the outside of the box. You can leave out
the middle tree layer if you like, then the sides are the same as
the lid. It makes very little difference, but I like the double-tree
look you get when viewing the box from the side. 

Cut a 55mm square of green card and cut four 8mm
long slits into it for the posts, the exact positions are not
important. Cut a 7mm wide strip of blue glitter card and
a 7mm wide strip of acetate to match. Cut both strips into
four lengths: 2 x 50mm and 2 x 40mm.

Stick the acetate strips onto the front of the blue ones 
using double sided tape just at the ends, leaving
the middle unstuck. Score and fold
each strip at 10mm from one end. 

Stick a vertical ‘Happy’, onto
the two shorter sticks, and
‘Christmas’ on the other
two, leave enough space
at the top of each stick for
the doves to be added later.

Slip the folded end of each
double strip through a slit in the
card with the blue sides
facing the centre.
Fold the end behind
the card and stick in
place with the long ends
pointing up in the air. 

Punch out eight doves from
white card if you have a suitable
punch, mine are about 25mm. Stick one dove onto
the top of each post, two facing one way and two the
other. Then, aligning them carefully, stick a dove to
the back of each already in place, this will hide the
top of the posts. 

If you don’t have a dove punch, or any suitable lit-
tle motif punch, you can use dove peel-off stickers
(XL475U-08) instead. Stick eight doves onto white
glitter paper, four facing one way and four the other
way, then cut the paper to the sticker edges. Add a
dove to each post, two facing each way, and stick 
the spare ones on the back to hide the posts.

Use large foam pads to stick the decorated square
onto the centre square inside the box so it stays nice
and flat. Cut a piece of white card 20mm x 34mm,
score 5mm in on one long edge and fold to make a lit-
tle stand. Add a glitter ‘peace’ sticker to the back and
front of the stand, so it can be seen from both sides,
then stick it onto the green square by the 5mm edge.

Punch tiny snowflakes from silver paper (or use
stickers) and add them to the outside panels of

the box and the lid. Punch a silver star for the
top of the tree on the lid, and gold stars for

the trees around the sides and add them
to the box. 

Punch white snowflakes to go
around the trees inside the box and

add dots of red glitter glue at the ends
of the branches, just for the inside

trees, and the one on the lid.

Below: I’ve made these two
boxes to show some of the

different ‘green’ options. The
first uses green glitter board

(GB06A4), this is an intense, and
very sparkly green. The lid is tipped in

the photo to show the glitter effect better. 

The last box uses centura xmas green (CNT108CA4)
without any glitter, this does look a bit plain, but glit-
ter is easily added, or you could try stardust glitter
green/gold (STD06CA4, not shown). All of these

greens work better
with gold bits and
pieces, not silver.
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Above: Susan Gill, Hertfordshire.
A background of pale blue and pearlescent
white makes a snowy hill scene around a
church on this pretty stepper card, with 
a snowman and a Christmas tree in front.

Above: Sue Price, Kent.
I created the background with words using a
software package then printed, trimmed and
stuck the paper onto dark blue before mount-
ing onto the card. The dove and leaf were cut
with a die, before adding the red gems.

Right: Glenys Lowe,
West Yorkshire.
The nativity topper has been
stuck onto a scalloped circle
of mirri card with contrasting
blue thread for a spirella de-
sign around it. 

Below: Sue Walters,
West Midlands.
The aperture has been filled
with a snowy sky background
paper and crossed with peel-
off sticker lines to create a
window effect. Around the
window are presents in a
variety of sizes, all wrapped
in different papers
and tied with pretty
ribbons. The top of
the window is edged
with swirled silver
corners.

Above: June Kemp, 
Hertfordshire.
The cute polar bears are mounted inside
an aperture card covered with a snowy
creative paper. Glitzy, paper-punched
snowflakes have been stuck around a
large banner across the top of the de-
sign and glitter has been added to the
découpage for a little more shine.

Below: 
Maggie Ledger, West Sussex.
Mounted on a silver mirri square, the
topper design has been covered with 
an arc of acetate which has been 
decorated with peel-off snowflakes,
matching those on the background.

Right: Norah Grey, Essex.
I stamped and embossed three images
onto the blue paper then coloured them
with markers and gel pens. This was
stuck onto pearlescent paper before
adding to the dark blue card blank.
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Below: Pat Billingham, Lancashire.
A decorative heart border punch has been used to
shape the edges of the red panel, which has been
decorated with very thin die-cut lettering, gold peel-
off leaves and foiled snowflakes and hearts. It is a
simple festive design for a couple celebrating their
first Christmas together. 

Left: Ann Martin, Hertfordshire.
The vibrant red card blank has been
cut into the shape of a post box.
Fake snow has been dusted over the
top and bottom edges and peel-offs
added, then finished with a little gold
envelope sticking out the slot.

Right: Eileen Prince, Hull.
I made this card using a selection 
of different papers in Christmassy
colours for the candles and a music
background sheet. It is a good design
for using up all those small pieces of
card or paper that you can’t quite
bring yourself to throw away!

Right:
Andrea Scotland, Bedfordshire.
Using the aperture shape to outline a sublime
glitter background, this design is decorated with
rows of wire-strung beads and topped with an
angel made from wire and beads. The pot of the
tree is trimmed with square gems to add some
detail and shine.

Below: Elizabeth Patrick, Fife.
An intricate poinsettia design
embossed onto a pearlescent
card blank, a large poinsettia
has been cut and embossed
to match. The flower is
mounted over a pair of gold
leaves and the card has been
finished with a gold greeting. 

Above: Sue Whale, 
Hertfordshire.
The first layer of the
découpage design
has been cut with
decorative scissors
and mounted on a
red panel. Both the
front and back of the
gatefold card are
covered with fabu-
lous printed paper,
and it opens to reveal
a lovely message.

Below: Sheena Weeks, Hertfordshire.
A brightly coloured design with a lovely Christmas
greeting, this has been mounted onto silver mirri card
then matted onto the front of the folded panel of 
the card. A fine line of stickers around all the edges

and pretty clusters of yellow gems give 
the card a little sparkle.
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Competition Winners
Christmas Or New Year - Card Competition
WINNER

Above: 
Pauline Demeza, Essex.
The die-cut topper looks very stylish fitted
neatly onto layers of panels with decorative
scalloped edges. Peel-off stickers add just
the right finishing touch.

Below: Gloria Warner, 
Hertfordshire.
Made using strands of wool, this
snowman is so soft and sweet, it
makes a perfect Christmas card.

Above: Natalie Dodd, Leics.
This pretty design makes excel-
lent use of small picture panels,
all edged in a soft blue to match
the background paper.

Far Right: Wendy Green, Bristol.
A gloriously sparkly card with a cold, wintery feel. The
snowflake is cut into the panel to make an aperture, then
the same die is used to make a two-colour snowflake from
glitter card, which is then inset 
into the panel filling the space
perfectly. A Christmas greet-
ing and glitter snowflakes in
matching blue and silver have
been added around the main
snowflake. 

Right: 
Yvonne Lucas,
Hampshire.
This pop-up box 
card shows a striking 
traditional Christmas
night-time scene,
with Santa’s sleigh
set across a full
moon and silver
stars dotted
across the sky. 
It’s been hand-
cut from blue 
card and deco-
rated with black
die-cut silhouettes
that have been edged
with green glitter. 
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WINNER

Competition Winners
Christmas Or New Year – Winners Card Competition

Below: 
Annette Hartley, West Yorkshire.
Using just purple and silver makes this a
simple, effective card. Annette has com-
bined peel-off borders with card panels
around a stitched central design worked 
in metallic threads.

Below: 
Maureen Wadeson, 
Kincardineshire.
Beautiful poinsettias combined
with traditional colours make
this a warm and exceptionally
festive Christmas card. The
toppers and printed papers 
are designed to work together,
so they match perfectly. 
The red ribbon has been tied
around the gold panel before
adding it to the card, dividing
the design into four very pretty
square sections.

Above: 
Pam Finden, Hampshire.
The card is folded to make a
centre panel and two folded
back side panels that each
have a circle die-cut into them.
When the card is closed the
half-circles frame the two
strung die-cut baubles beauti-
fully, and when open, a cluster
of larger silver baubles is re-
vealed inside the card. All the
panels are edged with silver
borders and decorated with
snowflakes keeping the colour
scheme really simple. 

Right: 
Lesley Ansell, Oxfordshire.
A dazzlingly impactful New Year’s card, the radial black lines
contrast strikingly against the green dotty paper. The panel 
supporting the ‘2016’ is placed on a wobbler spring so the card
wobbles as you go by, or as it catches the slightest breeze, and
the numbers and stars twinkle in the light as it moves. 

Below: Peggy Pickering, Middlesex. 
Hand-painting a design makes for a wonderfully personal and
unique card, and these cakes really do look good enough to 
eat. Peggy has mounted her painting onto gold mirri card and

decorated the
outer corners with
gold peel-offs.
She has added a
large red bow to
the top left and
the cake cases
are sprinkled
with silver
glitter.
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Design And Make A Birthday Card
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RULES:

We challenge you to use your creative skills to 
design and make a Birthday Card. The card must be 
designed in a way that can easily be made by others
after it is converted into a ‘how to do it’ article.

When judging, the entire card will be taken into
consideration, both the choice of mount and design
as well as the quality of work, etc.

The closing date is the 31st January 2016. Please
mark your entries ‘Birthday Competition’ and send 
to the address on the back cover. Your entries will
ONLY be returned if accompanied by an S.A.E.

All of the winning entries will be published in the
‘Competition Winners’ section of a future edition of
the Craft Creations Magazine and no publication fee
will be paid. All competition entries will be considered
for use in a future edition of the magazine as a ‘how
to do it’ article. We will contact any entrant whose
work we consider suitable to discuss this and agree 
a publication fee.

If you have received a prize in a Craft Creations
Magazine card competition in Issues 76, 77, 78 or 79
(at the time of judging) you will automatically be 
entered into the winners card competition. All other
entries will be entered into the card competition.
You can enter as many times as you like.

Prizes are as above and no alternatives will be 
offered. The entries will be judged after the closing
date by employees of Craft Creations Ltd. Winners
will be notified after publication of the Spring 2016
magazine. The decision of the judges is final.

Competition Winners
Spot The Picture - Issue 77 Wordsearch - Issue 77

The base card must be made either from one of
our range of greetings card blanks (you can cut the
corners, give it a fancy edge, cut it to a new shape,
fold it in different ways, etc.) or you can make the
base card yourself provided that it is made using
sheet card supplied by Craft Creations. Any peel-off
stickers used on the card should be Gold Label or
Craft Creations. Other brands of peel-off can be used
only if the sticker is not wording and does not form
the main part of the design.

Entries must be original work and not copied in
any way. All entries must be the work of the entrant
and not submitted on behalf of someone else. All
entries must be copyright free.

We are always looking for articles for the magazine,
if you are interested email jo@craftcreations.com.

Card Competition:
First Prize:

£30 Craft Creations Voucher
Four Runners Up Prizes:

£15 Craft Creations Vouchers
Winners Card Competition:

First Prize:
£30 Craft Creations Voucher

Four Runners Up Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (Pic 1 - p21, Pic 2 - p9, Pic 3 - p15,
Pic 4 - p28, Pic 5 - p25, Pic 6 - p19) were picked out
of the box:

1st Prize: Andrea Barton from Dorset.
2nd Prize: Barbara Jenks from Lancashire.

Wendy Cowley from Oxfordshire.
3rd Prize: Mrs F. Ibell from Buckinghamshire. 

Jen Hawkins from Cambridgeshire.
Mrs J.M. Drew from Staffordshire.

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (the missing word was ‘Strawberry’)
were picked out of the box:

1. Mrs A. Kentfield from Ayrshire.
2. Ms V. Mooney from Middlesex.
3. Mrs S.M. Guise from Lancashire.
4. Marion Stewart from Angus.
5. Sue Weston from Worcestershire.
6. Mary Birney from Ireland.

mailto:jo@craftcreations.com
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LIST OF WORDS:

ANGEL BELLS BOW
CANDLE CANDY CANE CAROLS
CHESTNUTS CHRISTMAS CRACKER
DECEMBER EGGNOG ELF
FESTIVE FROSTY GIFT
GOODWILL HOLY ICE
JOY MITTENS NOEL
SCARF SKATING SNOW
STOCKING TREE WREATH

Spot The Picture
Spot The Pictures In The Magazine Competition

One First Prize:
£20 Craft Creations Voucher

Two Second Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Three Third Prizes:
£10 Craft Creations Vouchers

Wordsearch
Wordsearch Competition

Here is a quick and easy competition for
you. Simply find which of the 27 words or
phrases on the list of words does not appear
in the grid below.

RULES:

Six Prizes:
£20 Assorted Creative Card

An Assortment From Our Range Of A4 Printed Creative Card

Write your name and address on the back of a postcard
along with the missing word and post to: Craft Creations,
WORD Puzzle 78, at the address shown above or email 
your entry to wordsearch@craftcreations.com - to arrive no
later than the 18th Dec 2015. The names of the winners
will be in the next magazine. Please see the rules above.

Simply find on which page in the Autumn 2015
magazine, each of these ‘enlarged’ part pictures was
taken from. Write your name and address on the
back of a postcard along with the picture number 
and appropriate page number and post to: 
Craft Creations, SPOT Puzzle 78, Ingersoll House,
Delamare Road, Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 9HD or email
your entry to spotthepicture@craftcreations.com - to
arrive no later than the 18th December 2015. The
names of the winners will be in the next magazine.

Only one entry allowed per person for both the
‘Spot The Picture’ and the ‘Wordsearch’ competitions.
The prizes are as described and no alternatives will
be offered. Prizes will be given to the first six correct 
entries drawn after the closing date. Any illegible or
ambiguous entries or entries without the name and
full address of the entrant will be disqualified. The 
decision of the judges is final.
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